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Annotation The definitive InDesign resource allows you to produce great content for print or digital publishing.**InDesign Creative Cloud is an impressive update. This guide provides our most
complete coverage of the new features for intermediate and advanced users, whether they're publishing to an iPad, mobile phone, or traditional print publication.*The book that the Adobe
InDesign product team uses for their reference.*Authors Kvern/Blatner/Bringhurst are 'the InDesign experts.' All are visible and extremely active in the InDesign community. Sharpen your
InDesign skills with this definitive resource created specifically for design professionals who need to layout out, proof, export, and publish pages with Adobe InDesign Creative Cloud.Complete
coverage of InDesign CC's new features and enhancements includes: improved epub exporting, new font menus, ability to generate and edit high quality QR code graphics, new document
dialog box with preview option, and much more. Real World Adobe InDesign is brimming with insightful advice, illustrations, and shortcuts that will have you quickly and professionally
producing your work in no time. This is the book that experts open to find real answers to their questions about InDesign. It's written in a friendly, visual style that offers accurate information
and creative inspiration for intermediate to expert users.
The most comprehensive way to master Adobe Illustrator CS3.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, offers what no other book
or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book contains
16 lessons that cover the basics, providing countless tips and techniques to help you become more productive with the program. You can follow the book from start to finish or choose only
those lessons that interest you. Purchasing this book gives you access to the downloadable lesson files you need to work through the projects in the book, and to electronic book updates
covering new features that Adobe releases for Creative Cloud customers. For access, go to www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem the unique code provided inside this book. “The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, step-bystep
instructions, and the project files for the students.” Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor Rocky Mountain Training
Adobe Indesign CCLearn by Video
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign choose Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book (2017 release) from Adobe Press. The
16 project-based lessons in this book show users step-by-step the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, page layout, and documentconstruction skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications-from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with form fields. The real-world tasks in
this comprehensive book are presented in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step format and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in the program-from fundamental features to
powerful layout skills. This book can also help experienced InDesign users elevate their skills and learn about new features. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for
readers to complete the projects featured in each chapter as well as ebook updates when Adobe releases new features for Creative Cloud customers. All buyers of the book get full access to
the Web Edition: a Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and interactive multiple-choice quizzes. As always with the Classroom in a Book, Instructor Notes are
available for teachers to download.
"This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Indesign CC (2014 release).
Including more than 9 hours of video tutorials, the course comes complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a
comprehensive introduction to InDesign, including best practices as well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered include working with text, styles, and objects,
and outputting files as ePubs, and how to work within the Creative Cloud."--Resource description page.
Harness the power of Adobe InDesign's data merge and style panel. Whether you're creating custom mail-outs or other mail-merge needs, familiarize yourself with this powerful InDesign
panel in this in-depth, step-by-step guide. This book shows you how to easily create, edit, and print data merged documents that match specific branding and style guidelines. You'll learn how
to combine MS Excel to create a faster workflow and quickly turn your Adobe InDesign CC 2017 files into printer-ready files. In this book, we'll also take a look at how to apply paragraph and
character styles to your text and how you can alter formatting using Global Regular Expressions Print (GREPs). With Data Merge and Styles for Adobe InDesign CC 2017 as your guide, you'll
see how to save time and money by learning all the peculiarities and powerful features of Adobe InDesign data merge. By the end of this book, you'll be able to streamline your workflow and
avoid using MS Word's mail merge and back-and-forth edits. What You'll Learn Create custom print media with text styles using Adobe InDesign CC 2017 Work with GREPs in conjunction
with Character and Paragraph Styles to customize data Build a numbering sequence for tickets Create single and multiple data merges Who This Book Is For Students, graphic designers, and
corporate administrators who need to create documents for events.
"This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Indesign CC. Including more than
10 hours of video tutorials, the course comes complete with lesson files. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a comprehensive introduction to InDesign, including best practices as
well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered include working with text, graphics, and objects. Chad explores InDesign in a real-world layout workflow that
includes assembling books, creating alternate layouts, preflighting files, creating final output as PDFs or ePubs, and much more."--Resource description page.
Fly higher in your Creative Cloud Adobe Creative Cloud makes the most popular tools used by designers, photographers, and other creative professionals accessible in a single place. Adobe
Creative Cloud All-in-One For Dummies is the ultimate one-stop reference guide for how to use them all. Whatever gets your creative juices flowing, you'll find the in-depth guidance required
to deliver the results you want, from polishing-up photos and images to creating illustrations and designs. And once your assets are just how you want them, you can pick up best practices for
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managing and publishing via the amazing Adobe Bridge. Written by pro designers for those getting started with this powerful set of tools, this book gives you an overview of Creative Cloud and
step-by-step coverage of the major applications—InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat Pro, and Adobe XD, and Adobe Bridge—in seven mini-books that take you from the basics to more
advanced topics. You'll also discover how to get your work noticed by building personal galleries and displaying your creative wares. Find the essentials on the top tools in Adobe Creative
Cloud Build and enhance your design skills Protect your documents with Acrobat Pro Get the most out of each program with insider tips Whatever your skill level and project needs, you'll find
the essentials you need to demystify these complex programs and the knowledge to make your work shine even more brightly through the Cloud!
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign choose Adobe InDesign Classroom in a Book (2020 release) from Adobe Press. The
project-based step-by-step lessons show users the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, color, page layout, and documentconstruction skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications—from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with form fields. The real-world tasks in
this comprehensive book are presented in easy-to-follow lessons and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in the program—from fundamental features to powerful layout and
output skills. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects featured in each lesson. All buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition:
A Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe® After Effects® CC (2014 release) Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks,
offers what no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. Adobe After Effects®
CC Classroom in a Book contains 14 lessons that cover the basics, providing countless tips and techniques to help you become more productive with the program. You can follow the book
from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you. In addition to learning the key elements of the After Effects interface, this completely revised CC (2014 release) edition
covers new features, including mask tracker, detail-preserving Upscale effect, property linking, new snapping options and improvements, improved Cinema 4D integration, settings migration,
bicubic sampling option in Transform effect, and more. Purchasing this book gives you access to the downloadable lesson files you need to work through the projects in the book, and to
electronic book updates covering new features that Adobe releases for Creative Cloud customers. For access, goto www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem the unique code provided inside
this book. “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, stepby-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor Rocky Mountain Training
Get up to speed on the latest features and enhancements to InDesign CS5 As the industry standard in professional layout and design, InDesign delivers powerful publishing solutions for
magazine, newspaper, and other publishing fields. This introductory book is an easy-to-understand reference for anyone migrating from another software application or those with little-to-no
desktop publishing experience. You’ll explore InDesign basics and examine the enhancements to InDesign CS5, while you also discover how pages work, build templates, create frames and
shapes, manage styles, and much more. InDesign is proving to be an increasingly popular layout and design application; InDesign CS5 includes new functionality and enhanced tools Teaches
all the basics for first-time users, including how to open and save your work, arrange objects, work with color, edit text, manage styles, finesse character details, add special type, import and
size graphics, set paths, work with tabs, create indices, and more Demonstrates how to calibrate colors, export PDF files, fine-tune paragraph details, create frames and shapes, manipulate
objects, and work with automated text InDesign CS5 For Dummies offers a straightforward but fun approach to discovering how to get the most from your desktop publishing experience when
using InDesign.
The book you're reading about right now was created with Adobe InDesign CC. And that's the case no matter which reading format you prefer--whether it's the physical book made of plant
fiber and ink, or the digital version made of electrons in an e-reader. In fact, most of the books, magazines, posters, and brochures you see were likely made with InDesign as well. It's all
around you. Adobe InDesign CC: A Complete Course and Compendium of Features is your guide to building publications great or small in this ubiquitous page layout application. First, with a
complete Course that includes a set of projects and lessons derived from the curriculum of award-winning and Adobe Certified Instructor Steve Laskevitch, you will learn the procedures
needed to use InDesign professionally. Dozens of lessons are included that can be applied to any document you have in mind: engineering proposals, marketing collateral, spec sheets,
magazines, newsletters, books, and more. Through these step-by-step lessons, you'll be exposed to all of InDesign's features in practical contexts and its best practices for publishing
workflows. To complete the Course, we'll supply lesson documents and their assets to download. These can even serve as starting points for your own projects. Then, for greater depth of
knowledge and subsequent reference, you'll use the Compendium to uncover more of the "how" and "why" of InDesign and publishing tech in general. With each topic easy to access, you can
find and explore all of InDesign's key features and concepts in depth. With cross references between the Course and Compendium, the two parts of the book complement each other perfectly.
Best of all, when the lessons in the Course are done, the Compendium will continue to serve for months and years to come. Learn step by step how to: - Create documents from postcards and
posters to large books - Take control of typography and more with styles - Combine images with text for compelling layouts - Use color with predictable results - Prepare documents for both
print and electronic output - And much more! "I've known Steve for over 20 years, and have always admired his empathy and passion for generously sharing his knowledge with others. He
leverages his deep understanding of InDesign and takes the time to share what he hears from users to advocate on their behalf directly to the InDesign team to make the product better. This
book will definitely help you become a more efficient InDesign user." -- Michael Ninness Formerly InDesign Product Manager Now Adobe's Senior Director "Steve's long relationship with
Adobe InDesign and the people who actually built it make him the ideal person to guide any designer through the rich toolset that is Adobe InDesign. While his smouldering good looks and
James Bond-like sophistication will not be of any value to the reader, his in-depth knowledge, years of delivering training, patience and good humour almost certainly will." -- Chris Kitchener Ex
Group Product Manager for Adobe InDesign and Adobe Illustrator
In this Adobe InDesign CC training course, Adobe Certified Instructor Jeff Witchel shows you how to use InDesign from the ground up - no experience required. InDesign is a desktop
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publishing application that allows you to design, layout and publish documents. This tutorial will show you how to use the tools and features available to you in this industry standard publishing
software from Adobe. Jeff starts off by introducing you to the new InDesign CC interface. He shows you how to set up your workspace and preferences to make your workflow efficient. As you
work through each of the lessons in this video tutorial, you will learn how to layout your document with pages, add and manage objects, insert and format text, create styles, add tables and
work with graphics. This training video covers all of the basic functions that you will need to create and publish amazing documents. You will learn how to work with color, swatches fills and
strokes, add effects such as bevel and emboss, and even prepare your document for printing. Once you have completed this computer based training course for Adobe InDesign CC, you will
have a comprehensive understanding of how to create and publish your projects using the tools and techniques available in InDesign. Working files are included, allowing you to follow along
with the author throughout the lessons.
Critically acclaimed training product offers high-quality HD video to teach the basics of InDesign CC * *Complete training program offers 8 hours of HD video tutorials. *Training includes lesson
files to for users to practice techniques. *Presented by InDesign expert and acclaimed instructor Chad Chelius *Official training series from Adobe Press. This critically acclaimed training
program from Adobe Press offers high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of InDesign CC. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a comprehensive introduction to InDesign,
including best practices as well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Covered topics include working with text, styles, and objects, and outputting files as ePubs, and how to
work within the Creative Cloud. Crucial to the training are optimized teaching methods, practical tips, and the focus on learning by doing with project files.
This Adobe InDesign Book by Infinite Skills is an indispensable resource for anyone wanting to learn this powerful, often intimidating page layout and design program. Including a complete
chapter on the latest techniques to InDesign - EPUB, this computer software training program is designed to teach the absolute beginner how to use the industry standard Adobe InDesign
Starting with the basics in this video training tutorial, this course teaches you how to use Adobe InDesign, covering topics ranging from setting up your workspace, to using grids, the new
layers panel , working with text, paragraph formatting, creating and using styles, and combining text and objects. New to in-design is the EPUB export capabilities, and the course goes indepth with this new feature, as well as exporting your finished work in a variety of formats, from print, to interactive documents.Learning InDesign is not optional. For the past several years,
every working print designer has been expected to learn InDesign. With the explosion of digital publishing, mastering InDesign is even more critical. This InDesign book for beginners will get
you up and running, and give you a solid foundation upon which to build your skills. Once you're done, you'll be able to build layouts that contain graphics and large amounts of text that flows
between multiple pages., but everything covered works in even the most current version of the software, and Adobe developed InDesign for the desktop publishing market, and it's primarily
used to layout newspapers, magazines, books, posters and flyers. Pretty much anything with large amounts of text should go straight into InDesign. Time to put it all together So Buy This
Book Now And Be Master In Adobe in-Design CC
Includes access code for digital features.
This title provides a fast, easy way to learn Adobe InDesign CC. The book contains 16 lessons that cover the basics, providing countless tips and techniques to help you become more
productive with the program. You can follow the book from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you.
Includes access code for Internet content.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign choose Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book (2019 release) from Adobe Press. The
15 project-based step-by-step lessons show users the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, color, page layout, and documentconstruction skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications—from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with form fields. The real-world tasks in
this comprehensive book are presented in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step format and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in the program—from fundamental features to
powerful layout and output skills. This book also enables experienced InDesign users to elevate their skills, understand best practices, and learn about new features. Enhancements in this
version target usability and productivity, including the ability to browse fonts visually, using Content Aware Fit for intelligent image placement, use Layout Adjust to automatically adjust layout
when changing page sizes, and quickly access common controls in the Properties panel. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects
featured in each lesson. All buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition: A Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign choose Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book (2018 release) from Adobe Press. The
15 project-based step-by-step lessons show users the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, page layout, and document-construction
skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications--from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with form fields. The real-world tasks in this
comprehensive book are presented in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step format and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in the program--from fundamental features to powerful
layout and output skills. This book will also help experienced InDesign users elevate their skills, understand best practices, and learn about new features. The online companion files include all
the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects featured in each lesson as well as ebook updates when Adobe releases relevant new features for Creative Cloud customers. All
buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition: a Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
Print designers or other creative professionals who need to create digital documents for multiple devices, will be thrilled with the powerful new tools in Adobe InDesign CC. Digital Publishing
with Adobe InDesign CC examines not just the How of using the tools, but also the When and Why of choosing among the various digital format options— ePub (both traditional Reflowable and
the new Fixed-Layout varieties), tablet app, PDF (with or without interactivity), HTML, and so on. Clear explanations and plenty of full-color graphics will guide the reader through the potentially
confusing digital publishing landscape. Written by two longtime publishing experts, the book thoroughly covers the theory and best practices for using the revolutionary new layout features in
InDesign CC, including the Adobe® Digital Publishing Suite (DPS), the complete digital publishing solution for tablets.
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Used by graphic designers worldwide, Adobe InDesign CC is a layout powerhouse. But that power is easy to harness, as you’ll soon learn. These real-world projects teach you to think like a
designer and master the details that set your work apart. Hone your InDesign skills as you: Produce an advertising poster Design a magazine for print and tablet delivery Build interactive forms
Add controls for video, animations, and more to a digital media publication This study guide uses more than 11 hours of video integrated with text to help you gain real-world skills that will get
you started in your career designing publications for print and screen using InDesign CC. It lays the foundation for taking the Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) certification exam and helps
prepare you for an entry-level position in a competitive job market. Purchasing this book gives you access to valuable online extras. Follow the instructions in the book’s “Getting Started”
section to unlock access to: Web Edition containing instructional video embedded in the complete text of the book with interactive review questions along with product updates Downloadable
lesson files you need to work through the projects in the book
Offers a tutorial exploring the updated features of Adobe InDesign CS, explaining how to create and manipulate type, photographs, layers, and Web graphics in a professional environment.
Learn the newest version of Adobe's premiere page designsoftware—InDesign CC— with this completepackage Written by a team of expert instructors, this completebook-and-DVD package teaches even the
most inexperienced beginnerhow to design eye-popping layouts for brochures, magazines,e-books, and flyers. Step-by-step instructions in the full-colorbook are enhanced by video tutorials on the companion
DVD. Thirteenself-paced lessons let you learn Adobe InDesign CC (Creative Cloud)at your own speed; it's like having your own personal tutorteaching you the hottest new version of this leading page
layoutsoftware. • Includes 13 self-paced lessons that take you fromInDesign basics through intermediate-level skills, allowing you tolearn at your own speed • Explores the new features and capabilities
ofInDesign CC, the leading Adobe page design software • Features members of the AGI Creative Team who walk youthrough the latest version of Adobe InDesign • Contains step-by-step instructions in
thefull-color book and video tutorials on the DVD, which work togetherto provide a clear understanding of the topic InDesign CC Digital Classroom is the ideal book-and-DVDtraining package to get you up to
speed on InDesign so you cancreate designs that dazzle. Note: DVD and other supplementary materials are notincluded as part of the e-book file, but are available for downloadafter purchase.
Used by graphic designers worldwide, Adobe InDesign CC is a layout powerhouse. But that power is easy to harness, as you’ll soon learn. These real-world projects teach you to think like a designer and
master the details that set your work apart. Hone your InDesign skills as you: Produce an advertising poster Design a magazine for print and tablet delivery Build interactive forms Create a comic book page
Add controls for video, animations, and more to a digital media publication This study guide uses more than 11 hours of video integrated with text to help you gain real-world skills that will get you started in
your career designing publications for print and screen using InDesign CC. It lays the foundation for taking the Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) certification exam and helps prepare you for an entry-level
position in a competitive job market. Purchasing this book gives you access to valuable online extras. Follow the instructions in the book’s “Getting Started” section to unlock access to: The Web Edition
containing instructional video embedded in the complete text of the book with interactive review questions along with product updates Downloadable lesson files you need to work through the projects
InDesign CC: Visual QuickStart Guide is your complete guide to the core functions of InDesign as well as all the important new features. New to this edition is author Sandee Cohen’s brilliant inclusion of
scannable QR codes providing readers with a service that connects you via the Internet directly and conveniently to specifically created video lessons. These videos and tutorials allow you to hear and see
Sandee explain InDesign’s powerful capabilities clearly and completely. They enhance and enrich the experience taking your learning to a whole new level. Complete coverage of InDesign CC's new features
includes: updated tools for a variety of output formats; the new QR code generator, to easily allow linking to online content; and Font Favorites, to make it easy to customize workspaces. Users will learn how
to create and automate documents, import and style text and objects, manage long documents, export files for a wide variety of purposes, and much more.
Book Design Made Simple gives DIY authors, small presses, and graphic designers-novices and experts alike-the power to design their own books. It's the first comprehensive book of its kind, explaining
every step from installing Adobe InDesign right through to sending the files to press. For those who want to design their own books but have little idea how to proceed, Book Design Made Simple is a
semester of book design instruction plus a publishing class rolled into one. Let two experts guide you through the process with easy step-by-step instructions, resulting in a professional-looking top-quality
book
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign CC (2014 release) Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, offers what no other book
or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book contains 16 lessons that
cover the basics, providing countless tips and techniques to help you become more productive with the program. You can follow the book from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you. In
addition to learning the key elements of the InDesign interface, this completely revised CC (2014 release) edition covers new features, including rows and columns in tables, dual PDF and IDML file
packaging, fixed and reflow EPUBs, and major improvements in the way text and graphics are handled during EPUB export. Purchasing this book gives you access to the downloadable lesson files you need
to work through the projects in the book, and to electronic book updates covering new features that Adobe releases for Creative Cloud customers. For access, goto www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem
the unique code provided inside this book. “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of
each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor Rocky Mountain Training
This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Indesign CC (2014 release). Including more than 9
hours of video tutorials, the course comes complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a comprehensive introduction to InDesign,
including best practices as well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered include working with text, styles, and objects, and outputting files as ePubs, and how to work within the
Creative Cloud.
The 15 project-based step-by-step lessons show users the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, color, page layout, and document-construction skills
that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications-from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with form fields. The real-world tasks in this comprehensive book are
presented in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step format and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in the program-from fundamental features to powerful layout and output skills. This book also
enables experienced InDesign users to elevate their skills, understand best practices, and learn about new features. Enhancements in this version target usability and productivity, including the ability to
browse fonts visually, using Content Aware Fit for intelligent image placement, use Layout Adjust to automatically adjust layout when changing page sizes, and quickly access common controls in the
Properties panel.
Need answers quickly? Adobe InDesign CS5 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow
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instructions. Includes Workshops ACE Exam Objectives More than 500 Essential InDesign CS5 Tasks Inside the Book • Improve publishing and productivity with the CS5 interface • Browse, organize, and
process files using Adobe Bridge or Mini Bridge • Create and manage pages and books to keep track of your documents • Transform and reshape objects to create a new look • Create text and apply styles
to display artistic text • Use track changes and CS Review to share and review content • Create interactive PDFs for use on the web • Create output for commercial print purposes Bonus Online Content
Register your book at queondemand.com to gain access to: • Workshops and related files • Keyboard shortcuts

Sharpen your InDesign skills with this definitive resource created specifically for design professionals who need to produce great work in InDesign CC–regardless of the delivery
platform. Best-selling authors Olav Martin Kvern, David Blatner, and Bob Bringhurst share their hands-on techniques to help you master InDesign’s advanced layout tools. This
book is brimming with insightful advice, illustrations, and shortcuts that will have you producing high-quality work in no time. This is the book that experts open to find real
answers to their questions about InDesign. It’s written in a friendly, visual style that offers accurate information and creative inspiration for every InDesign user, whether you’re
publishing to a tablet, mobile phone, or traditional print publication. In Real World Adobe InDesign CC you’ll learn how to: Use the new Creative Cloud features and
enhancements, including managing font menu favorites, QR codes, and much more Prep documents and use the improved EPUB Export feature for web and mobile publishing
Take full advantage of the best typesetting features on the market Use best practices for consistent color management Increase productivity with scripts and other automation
features
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe InDesign choose Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book (2018 release) from
Adobe Press. The 15 project-based step-by-step lessons show users the key techniques for working in InDesign. Designers will build a strong foundation of typographic, page
layout, and document-construction skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications—from a simple postcard to an interactive Adobe PDF with
form fields. The real-world tasks in this comprehensive book are presented in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step format and are designed to train beginning Adobe InDesign users in
the program—from fundamental features to powerful layout and output skills. This book will also help experienced InDesign users elevate their skills, understand best practices,
and learn about new features. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects featured in each lesson as well as ebook updates
when Adobe releases relevant new features for Creative Cloud customers. All buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition: a Web-based version of the complete ebook
enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Illustrator CC. Including
more than 10 hours of video tutorials, the course comes complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a
comprehensive introduction to InDesign, including best practices as well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered include working with text,
graphics, and objects. Chad explores InDesign in a real-world layout workflow that includes assembling books, creating alternate layouts, preflighting files, creating final output as
PDFs or ePubs, and much more. The video is wrapped in a unique interface that allows you to jump to any topic and also bookmark individual sections for later review. The
unique Watch and Work mode shrinks the video into a small window to allow you to work alongside in Adobe InDesign as you view the video. Project files used in the lessons are
included on the disc so you can practice what you ve learned. At the end of every lesson, you can test your knowledge by taking interactive quizzes. "
Adobe Illustrator CC is the most popular vector illustration application available. Print and screen designers use it to create powerful artwork composed of shapes, color, and
highly styled text. Illustrator is a necessary tool for anyone considering a career in the visual design or illustration field. Learn Adobe Illustrator CC by building cool creative
projects that teach you how to: Design and illustrate a promotional postcard Style text to create a logotype for a business Combine illustrations and text to create infographics
Trace a photograph to use in an eye-catching concert poster Design icons and graphics for a mobile device interface This study guide uses video integrated with text to help you
gain real-world skills that will get you started in your career in graphic design using Adobe Illustrator CC 2018 and lays the foundation for taking the Adobe Certified Associate
(ACA) certification exam in that field. A mix of 6 project-based lessons, 8 hours of practical videos, and interactive quizzes prepares you for an entry-level position in a
competitive job market. Purchasing this book gives you access to valuable online extras. Follow the instructions in the book’s “Getting Started” section to unlock access to: Web
Edition containing instructional video embedded in the complete text of the book with interactive review questions along with product updates Downloadable lesson files you need
to work through the projects in the book
This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Indesign CC. Including
more than 10 hours of video tutorials, the course comes complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials. Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a
comprehensive introduction to InDesign, including best practices as well as fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered include working with text,
graphics, and objects. Chad explores InDesign in a real-world layout workflow that includes assembling books, creating alternate layouts, preflighting files, creating final output as
PDFs or ePubs, and much more. The video is wrapped in a unique interface that allows you to jump to any topic and also bookmark individual sections for later review. The
unique Watch and Work mode shrinks the video into a small window to allow you to work alongside in Adobe InDesign as you view the video. Project files used in the lessons are
included on the disc so you can practice what you ve learned. At the end of every lesson, you can test your knowledge by taking interactive quizzes."
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Provides lessons with tips and techniques for using the Adobe Creative Cloud, discussing how to create websites, interactive forms, ebooks, and iPad apps.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn InDesign CS6 choose Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative
Team. The 16 project-based lessons show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working with InDesign CS6. Readers learn what they need to know to create engaging
page layouts using InDesign CS6. This completely revised CS6 edition covers the new tools for adding PDF form fields, linking content, and creating alternative layouts for digital
publishing. The companion CD includes all the lesson files that readers need to work along with the book. This thorough, self-paced guide to Adobe InDesign CS6 is ideal for
beginning users who want to master the key features of this program. Readers who already have some experience with InDesign can improve their skills and learn InDesign's
newest features. “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of
each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” –Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training Classroom in a Book®, the
best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or
training program does–an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the
same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search
for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files
that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your device, it is possible that your display
settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to
appear.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Illustrator CC (2019 release) choose Adobe Illustrator CC Classroom in a Book
(2019 release) from the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks from Adobe Press. The 15 project-based lessons show users the key techniques for realizing
your creative potential with Adobe Illustrator CC. Following hands-on step-by-step projects, users create logos, illustrations, posters, and more. Explore the new streamlined
Tools panel and all of the features essential for being creative in Illustrator, including working with the Shaper tool and Live Shapes along with dynamic symbols to streamline
graphics creation. Create website assets and export them in multiple formats to support modern responsive web designs. From exacting illustration to free-form painting, you’ll
build a strong foundation in Illustrator as you progress through the lessons. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects
featured in each. All buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition: A Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
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